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„God is infinitely greater than any of his churches, and he is certainly not the prisoner or 

local idol of the Vatican.” 
 
 
Mr. Drewermann, will you attend the Protestant Church Day [a biannual German 
gathering of about 1 million mostly Protestant Christians]? 
On Friday, [June] 8 [2007], I will give a talk on how the message of Jesus opposed the 
theologians of his time. I believe there is no question about the urgency of this topic. 
Do you see this Church Day also as your Church Day? 
I feel connected with all people who search for the message of Jesus. 
You have not been a member of the Catholic Church for two years now. Do you feel 
by now closer to Protestants? 
For half a millennium, the Roman-Catholic Church has resisted against the ideas of the 
Reformation. It has erected a bulwark that has survived the Enlightenment, the labor 
movement of the 19th century, and the emancipation of women in the 20th century. Those 
who hoped to witness a new dawn now have to face a full-fledged restoration under John 
Paul II. and Benedict XVI. 
That does not answer the question. 
The question is not whether one is Catholic or Protestant. The question is what kind of 
human being one is. In that respect the person of Jesus is absolutely important for my 
own orientation. All other questions are of a relative nature. Without question, the 
concerns of the Reformation are extraordinarily important and close to me. 
Cardinal Meisner of Cologne pointed out before the Church Day that Catholics are 
prohibited to take part in the Protestant Eucharist. What do you think about that? 
This stance can only be understood in light of a theoretical backdrop, but it can never be 
justified. Accordingly, only a Catholic priest who is ordained by a Catholic bishop has, 
according to the Catholic Church, the power to transform during the Eucharist bread and 
wine into the body and blood of Jesus Christ. A Protestant pastor, in contrast, may do 
whatever he or she wants, he or she is simply not ordained by a Catholic bishop. Hence 
the Protestant Eucharist, according to this understanding, is invalid and unworthy. That, 
of course, is a scandal, for Jesus invited people precisely because they were excluded, 
without opportunities, and despised by the scribes: beggars, prostitutes, tax collectors—
people at the bottom of the latter. To turn such an invitation to all into a system that 
rewards correct belief and correct behavior in the Catholic sense simply does not work. It 
leads to a situation in which the Jew Jesus would no longer be permitted to partake in his 
own Eucharist. It leads to the exclusion of those who are remarried, divorced, and so on. 
You yourself are excluded from the sacraments of the Catholic Church  and are not 
allowed to receive Holy Communion. Do you observe this? 
If I ever wanted to become worthy again of receiving a sacrament of the Catholic Church, 
I would first need to publicly confess my sins. For instance, I would have to say that I led 
people astray—as I would through an interview such as this one. Then I could be 
forgiven through an act of confession and remorse, followed by a potential readmission 



according to a valid ecclesiastical legal procedure. Of course, I don’t think of doing 
anything of the sort. 
How will you deal with the Eucharist during the Protestant Church Day? 
I don’t know. I have already participated in a number of Eucharistic celebrations and find 
to be in the spirit of Jesus. My father was Protestant. His simple commentary was: 
‘Catholics haven’t eaten up the Savior either.’ 
Ecumenism is an important topic of the Church Day. Is it clever to hold it in 
Cardinal Meisner’s city? 
I do not see any provocation here. Protestants chose Cologne certainly not in order to 
irritate the Cardinal. Moreover, ecumenism is for me more than the relationship between 
Catholics and Protestants. Much more important than these internal Christian talks is it to 
dialogue with Jews and Muslims. They are siblings or brothers within the same biblically 
based history of religion and piety. It is impossible to know a true word of God without 
this kind of ecumenism. We could learn from Buddhists what nonviolence is, from 
Hindus how to treat animals, from nature religions what place humans have within the 
wider world. In short: we need to lead a common dialogue with all religions. Only then 
would we comprehend the relative nature and the rigidity of the purely internally 
Christian discussion that has run up empty now for 500 years. God is infinitely greater 
than any of his churches, and he is certainly not the prisoner or local idol of the Vatican. 
Is the dialogue of religions on the verge of failure? 
It has not yet even occurred. There have been spectacular events of monologues, such as 
those to which John Paul II invited in Assisi. He was seen reading texts while others 
listened. That is no dialogue. 
Does Pope Benedict do anything different? 
The Pope is insofar already unfortunate for ecumenism as he is the Pope. It is not 
possible to act as deputy of God on earth. God is not so impotent that he would need a 
deputy. 
Do we need, in the sense of this dialogue of religions, a Muslim holiday? 
That would be an exchange of gestures which would effect very little. I don’t believe that 
it is important before God whether one turns Friday, Saturday, or Sunday into a holy day 
of the week. But how one can free people from the exploitations in capitalism—that is an 
important question relevant around the clock. 
The Catholic Church needs to sell more and more buildings. What do you think 
about turning churches into mosques? 
Apparently the nearly four million Muslims who actively attend mosques [in Germany] 
have a tremendous need to have places to gather … 
… while the membership of the Catholic Church decreases at the same time. 
And with it the income from church tax. Churches in their current form have long ago 
ceased to be innovative for society. 
Would you then affirm turning churches into mosques? 
Absolutely. We have freedom of religion in Germany. Therefore, Muslims have the free 
right to build places to gather. 
Members of a Protestant church in Bielefeld have occupied a building that is 
supposed to be sold to the Jewish Congregation. 
One would refuse to give the building to Muslims. There we have again a preferential 
asymmetry or onesidedness in treatment. 



The occupants say they oppose any sale, no matter to whom. 
One should not confuse God with a place that has become dear and valuable through 
memories. I can understand that people cling to a building in which their children were 
baptized or in which their grandmother is buried. This creates, of course, a connection. 
But God is most certainly no local demon who could be caught magically within four 
walls. 
The G-8 Summit in Heiligendamm will take place during the same time as the 
Church Day. Does this create scheduling conflicts for you? 
I will also go to Heiligendamm and speak out against globalized capitalism. It robs the 
world in unimaginable ways and exploits people as it consumes infinite sums for military 
armament and war making in order to stabilize its power. This is exactly the opposite of 
what we need. And since our government diligently participates in this, one needs to 
speak out against it. 
 


